Eukaryotic Elongation Factor complex 1 (EEF1) consists of six subunits namely EEF1A1, EEF1A2, EEF1B2, EEF1D, EEF1E1 and EEF1G. Recently we showed that EEF1 complex proteins might play critical roles in cancer [1] . This article provides data on genes that share similar expression patterns with EEF1 complex proteins in cancer by analyzing RNA expression data using GEPIA online tool. Correlation analysis was performed on selected genes in a pairwise manner and the Pearson coefficients were automatically calculated by the GEPIA online tool. These data can be useful for future studies directed towards understanding the mechanisms by which EEF1 complex proteins affect in cancer pathogenesis.
Data description
The datasets that were analyzed in this data article were acquired by the GEPIA tool from the data generated by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Research Network (dataset ID: TCGA.LIHC.sampleMap/ HiSeqV2) [2, 3] . For each EEF1 complex protein, a list of genes with similar expression to the input gene were created and ranked according to their Pearson coefficients. The first 50 genes were selected for E-mail address: bbitergesut@ohu.edu.tr. Table 1) . Analysis of gene expression correlation between selected gene pairs is given in Fig. 1 .
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Experimental design, materials, and methods
Identification of similarly expressed genes
In order to identify genes that share similar expression patterns with EEF1 complex proteins, GEPIA analysis was performed. GEPIA is an online data repository that uses RNA-Seq datasets based on the UCSC Xena project and allows protein expression analysis from genome-wide DNA and RNA sequencing data (http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/index.html) [4, 5] . First, EEF1A1, EEF1A2, EEF1B2, EEF1D, EEF1E1 or EEF1G were selected as the gene of interest under Similar Genes section. Then, the number of genes was set to 50 and the cancer type was set as TCGA Tumor-liver hepatocellular carcinoma. Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) were automatically calculated by the GEPIA online tool.
Correlation analysis
The similarity in expression patterns was further evaluated and validated by the Correlation Analysis feature of GEPIA tool. For this purpose, genes of interest were set as gene A and gene B. The tool offers Specifications Table   Subject Cancer research Specific subject area Protein expression in cancer Type of data Raw Value of the Data Cancer pathogenesis relies largely on aberrant protein expression. EEF1 complex proteins, together with other genes that share similar expression patterns with them, could affect carcinogenesis [1] . These data can be useful for future studies directed towards understanding the mechanisms by which EEF1 complex proteins affect in cancer. 
